**READING LIST**
LIR 891, FALL, 2004
WOMEN AT WORK

*Women In The Workforce: Status Quo* (Roberts)


*Choosing To Or Not To Work* (Roberts)


Taniguchi, Hiromi. 1999. The Timing of Childbearing and Women’s Wages,


Basic Interviewing Skills (Kaminski)
Materials distributed in class.

Gender Discrimination: Overview & Models (Roberts)


*Gender Discrimination: Occupational Segregation* (Roberts)


Gender Discrimination: Occupational Choice (Roberts)
Choosing a Non-traditional Occupation (Lundy)


* Druburgh, Heather. 1999. Work Hard, Play Hard: Women and


* Gender Discrimination: Language of Discrimination (Yakura)

Society, 3(2), p. 131-150.


* James, Deborah & Janice Drakich. 1993. Understanding Gender Differences in Amount of Talk, in Tannen, Deborah, ed., Gender and Conversational Interaction, New York: Oxford University Press, p. 279-


Gender Discrimination: Women and Health (Roberts)


Sheffer, Christine, Jeffrey Cassisi, Laurette Ferraresi, Kenneth Lofland, & Lance McCracken. Sex Differences in the Presentation of Chronic Low Back Pain, Psychology of Women Quarterly, 26, December, p. 329-340.

*Women in Organizations: Work/Family Balance* (Kossek)

  Sections by Jeff Greenhaus on work-family linkages,
  Sections by Cynthia Thompson on work family culture
  Sections by Leslie Hammer and Cynthia Thompson on work family conflict.
Section on Work-Family Boundaries.


Current research related to work-life balance:

[http://flex-work.lir.msu.edu](http://flex-work.lir.msu.edu)
(note this is on the Sloan Managing Professionals in New Work Forms Project that is on Professionals who try to put limits to their work.)

*Women in Organizations: Conflict Resolution/Negotiation* (Roberts)


**Women in Organizations: Mentoring (Lundy)**


**Women in Organizations: Leadership (Kaminski)**


**Women and Unions: Membership, Leadership, Contractual Differences (Lundy)**
**Panel: Women in Human Resources Careers** (Lundy/Roberts)

**Public Policy to Protect/Advocate for Women** (Roberts)


